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At Hayutin, we believe empathy fosters enthusiasm
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Dear parents, friends and colleagues,

At Hayutin, family is more than a feeling. It’s our philosophy and our
practice. Founded and run by a brother-sister team of professional
educators, Hayutin provides caring, insightful, research-informed
attention to every child—and every family. 

With Hayutin, your child works one-on-one with an expert
educator who knows your child as well as their subject matter.
Equally important, we connect you with our deep pool of
professional teachers, therapists, and allied professionals who tend
to every child’s individual growth.

When you partner with us, you never face any educational challenge
alone. With in-person and virtual options, you’re welcomed and
supported by a warm, dynamic educational family. We invite you to
get to know us better.

Best wishes,
The Hayutin Family
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A Note from the Directors



At Hayutin we believe in the tremendous

potential of young minds—and we hope that

after learning more about our values, methods,

and outcomes, you’ll believe we are the right

resource for your family. 

Every administrative leader at Hayutin is an

educator first. And every Hayutin educator is an

expert and mentor who trusts in and builds on

your child's ability to succeed. 

Our learners work with caring, well-informed,

enthusiastic professionals who inspire them to

believe in themselves as independent thinkers

and confident problem-solvers.

To ensure every child grows into the self-aware, deeply invested learner we know they are, we...

carefully match your child with an educator whose approach and personality fit them best—and

whose expertise is up-to-date and ever-expanding. 

teach organizational and self-management skills with every subject, and as a stand-alone service.

give you access to a diverse team of allied professionals and practitioners who actively support and

inform your child's journey with us.

promote your child's learning independence as the ultimate goal of our program. 

We work toward academic transformation that translates into real-world confidence and capability.

The Hayutin Difference
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At Hayutin, we believe collaboration builds confidence



www.hayutineducation.com

Executive Functioning: Skills for Life

Individualized Approach

Identify challenge areas 

Set goals and establish manageable routines

Integrate team communication

Fade supervision and foster autonomy

Targeted Outcomes

Organization: Physical and digital systems

Time management

Goal-directed behavior

Metacognition

Study Skills 

Self-advocacy

Stress reduction
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Does your student...
have frequent missing or late
assignments?
have a black hole backpack?
forget to bring home materials
needed for homework
completion?
not follow instructions on exams
or projects?
avoid communicating with
teachers?
struggle with how to study? 

Time for an EF Coach!



Expert services for students with

learning disabilities. 

Our educational therapists and specialists

are trained to work with students with a

wide range of diagnosed learning

disabilities. Experienced in interpreting

neuropsychological assessments, they

implement and prioritize specific

educational recommendations accordingly.

Areas of expertise include:

Elementary to young adult learners

Specific remedial programming for

reading, writing, and math

Executive Function coaching 

Foundational skill building within the

context of assigned schoolwork

Lesson plans and activities 

Informal assessments to set academic

goals and programs

School year and intensive summer

remediation

Attendance at IEP and team meetings

Collaboration with colleagues 

www.hayutineducation.com

Educational Therapy &
Remediation
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EDUCATIONAL SPECIALISTS

All of our specialists have a master's

degree in education, special

education, psychology, or a related

field. They also have formal training in

a variety of remedial programs for

targeted interventions. 

EDUCATIONAL THERAPISTS

Our educational therapists are

specialists who have earned an

additional degree or certification from

a recognized educational therapy

program. 

At Hayutin, we believe expertise inspires achievement



Custom homeschool options for alternative learning paths.

Hayutin partners with accredited online schools and provides individualized,

tailored instruction. Whether you want to fill in a missing credit, retake a course

to boost your college GPA, or accelerate a level in a specific subject area, our

expert team of tutors and consultants is here to help.

www.hayutineducation.com

Independent Study 

Robust list of class offerings,

including honors and AP

courses 

Single semester and full year

courses available 

WASC, Cognia, UC, and

NCAA approved courses

We collaborate with families to

build custom academic pathways.

Independent study empowers

students to take control of their

learning in a one-on-one setting and

push their learning to new heights.
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One-on-one sessions with subject-matter experts

www.hayutineducation.com

Tutoring

We cultivate one-on-one academic relationships to empower students to “study smart,”
learn effectively and excel academically. Our tutors personalize instruction with specific
strategies and techniques for learning differences and individual styles. This approach
empowers Hayutin learners to earn stronger test scores and higher grades, but also to
redefine their relationship with teaching, learning, and discovery.

Students thrive with individualized academic and emotional support as they form
transformative, trusting connections with Hayutin tutors. Some simply need attention for a
given class, while others require consistent instruction across a range of disciplines. All
emerge from the experience with vital skills for learning and life.

We specialize in helping students become their own best advocates. 

Ultimately, our tutors are trained to help their students “graduate” from tutoring by

becoming increasingly self-reliant, self-assured learners.
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At Hayutin, we believe independence unleashes intellect



ERB & state tests

ISEE & HSPT

ACT & SAT

Essential Skills

Vocabulary development and reading comprehension

Timed writing

Math review, preview and placement exams

Executive functioning and study skills 

It's time to learn more about testing trends and changes in your county. 

Let's design a custom plan together. 

Many students will face

standardized tests this year.

Others will not. 

Essential academic skills are

more vital than ever.

Foundational work in reading,

writing and math can address

remote learning gaps.

Test Prep
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Throughout the college process, we hold true to our mission: empowering
students to make good choices so their doors of possibility remain wide open.

Our students learn how to vet their best-fit schools by determining their own
successful match criteria. We curate actionable deliverable lists and co-author
custom timelines to reduce pressure and avoid late night cramming before
application deadlines.

At Hayutin, we listen closely to help students discover school environments
where they can thrive. It’s never just about “getting in.” By investing quality time
and effort, our students prepare to do more than just enroll. They are ready to
become active, contributing members of a dynamic undergraduate community.

www.hayutineducation.com

College Consulting
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Most of all, we believe in your child



Customized Educational Assessment

www.hayutineducation.com

Maximize learning with our personalized approach.

Areas of Focus

Reading

Writing 

Spelling

Math

Executive Functioning

Academic benchmark testing administered by an

educational expert to design intervention.

Customized Educational Assessment
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Average Age:

34

Minimum of a
Bachelor's Degree

over 50% with
advanced degrees 

 or teaching certifications

Highly individualized
one-on-one instruction

and coaching in:

all academic subjects
Executive Function coaching
educational therapy
homeschool
test prep

Fu

ll 6
0-minute hour sessions

not a shortened therapeutic
 ho

ur

QUALITY

FLEXIBILITY

Pay-as-you-go

model;

discontinue

services anytime 

Biweekly
session summary

notes from
educator

Why Hayutin?
TEAM APPROACH & SUPERVISION

Family pairing with a
dedicated educator

Deep connections and
familiarity with LA area
schools and curriculum

Vetted referrals from
our vast network of
trusted colleagues

Expertise and experience
in learning differences

and complex
neurocognitive profiles

SAFETY & RELIABILITY

Educators interviewed, trained, and
actively supervised by Hayutin  

Well-compensated W2 employee
educators, not independent contractors

Educators fingerprinted and background
checked via the Department of Justice

Mandated reporter and anti-harassment
training for educators and staff

More than

in business

252525
YEARSYEARSYEARS

Virtual sessions worldwide

In-person sessions throughout the
greater Los Angeles area

Access to a designated
director for clinical

supervision, curricular
support, ongoing
collaboration, and

student/family support



2500 Santa Monica Blvd., Suite 100
Santa Monica CA 90404

www.hayutineducation.com

310.829.7505

At Hayutin, what we do flows from what
we believe—about education, about

families, about children as one-of-a-kind
learners and human beings. 

Find out more about how our values inform
every aspect of our work.


